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Introduction
Dear Partner,
Thank you for providing Virtue Talent with the opportunity to fulfil your hiring needs.
We are confident our team can source the best talent to deliver your project and business objectives successfully. Our team brings over 20
years of internal talent acquisition, significant project resourcing and external advisory.
This proposal outlines our company information and the benefits of using our services – Please don't hesitate to contact us if you have any
questions.
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How it Started
Virtue Talent was established in July 2020 with a vision to change the perception of the recruitment landscape. In an unregulated industry
where morals and standards of behaviour are not always positive for the customer (client) and the candidate (individual talent). We offer a
unique range of enhanced services different from traditional recruitment agencies.
Our business model is much more flexible and tailored to each business needs as a small boutique. We offer genuinely reciprocal
partnerships that ooze quality and value-adds. We don't work to KPI's, targets, commissions, or bonuses.
Because of this, we can afford the time to produce quality, thoughtful, strategic, and methodical approaches to Talent Acquisition for both
employers and career seekers.

Expertise
When knowing your industry is key.

Leveraging from our 20+ years of external and internal experience in Talent Acquisition and Executive search to multifaceted engineering &
construction projects globally. We specialise in four core sectors.
Defence - Air, Land & Sea Engineering Capabilities
• Transport - Road & Rail D&C Projects
• Building - Low- and High-Rise Commercial & Residential D&C projects and Remedial
•

•

Infrastructure - Multifaceted Engineering projects in Tunnelling, Water, Dams, Power and Renewables.

We believe in a simple philosophy: talent is crucial to success.
And no more so than in complex construction engineering ventures. Therefore, we can support you through the project life-cycle –
from feasibility to delivery. Not just by job-filling but by taking a helicopter view and proactively capitalising on market analysis & intelligence,
historical relationships & connections, and competitor employee movements. The team leading your project defines your outcome.
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Competing for you
A hunger to ethically deliver for our customers.
We employ a range of strategic recruitment tactics and use our own, bespoke sourcing methodology to find, attract and engage world-class
talent. We are not simply talking about a job advert or a LinkedIn post – these are cultivated relationships, circles, referrals, community
forums, knowledge, and trust built over many years. That’s where we add-value.
When the jobs market is in flux, and when the majority of employed professionals are passive talent, recruitment advocacy and relationshipbased hiring is the make-or-break.

Experience
With a strong mix of experience in internal HR and external talent acquisition capabilities – we’ve got you covered.

-

Sydney Metro - Tunnel's Stations & Excavation
Cross Yarra Partnership - Melbourne Metro
Solomon Spur - Railway Line
Aviation & Defence - Navigation Systems
NSW/VIC Strata - Remedial & Diagnostics
SEA 5000 - Systems Engineering
Doha Metro - Purple Line
Christchurch - Rebuild
RailCorp - Reform Programme
Second Harbour Crossing – Tender

-

Klang Valley - Mass Rapid Transit
Riyadh Metro – New MRT
ETCS/CBTC/ATP/ATMS - Design, Integration and Assurance
Civil & Structural Engineering – Various Projects
Dockland's Light Railway - 3 Car Upgrade
Thomson Line - MRT Upgrade
Victoria Signalling - Design Upgrades & Integration
LUL, Metro - Comms & Track Upgrades
Urban Development - Multiple Programmes
Defence capabilities - Air, Land & Sea – Classified

Methodology
Rigorous processes – making the right hire.

Predictive Hiring with D.I.S.C.
Harness one of the world’s most powerful profiling tools.
Taken by over a million people each year, DISC is a powerful psychometric tool that can help recruiters and hiring managers find the right
person for the team, culture, industry, and the job role.
BENEFITS OF DISC: 1. Narrow down your candidates
Go beyond the skills, education, and previous experiences in a resume. Whilst these are important, they don’t necessarily exhibit some of
the key attributes you may be looking for in a position. The DISC assessment can be sent to every applicant by sending them a quick link
via email and is used to determine whether a candidate has some of the key strengths necessary for the job before shortlisting them for
an interview.
2. Simplify the interview process
Rather than going through the typical "Tell me about yourself." question, the DISC Report will provide you key information about a
candidate so you can ask specific questions directed at their key strengths or limitations. For instance, if you are interviewing a high “D”
for a customer service position, you’ll be able to dive deeper with your questions to determine whether they have the empathy and listening
skills required for the position.
3. Find the right culture fit
DISC measures natural behavioural tendencies, it helps you to understand how an individual is likely going to act and react in certain
situations. Technical skills are often easy to teach to a new employee, but behavioural traits are hard to change. DISC is a powerful tool in
predicting how a candidate will interact with others and approach tasks, which is vital information to have when selecting a new employee.
Reduce turnover by hiring right the first time
4. Reduce turnover by hiring right the first time
The result of getting the right person on board is not only more motivated and productive employees, but also employees who stay with
the organisation and in their positions longer.
Are you ready to recruit smarter?

Why Virtue?
 Six-month replacement guarantee on every appointment.
 One-three high-quality on-point applicants per role.
 Our own unique recruitment copywriter to write a compelling job pitch or job advert to target our audience (time limits apply).
 Cutting edge searching technology – we don’t just rely on SEEK and LinkedIn – we have invested in an arsenal of sourcing tools.
 We address the selection criteria for each applicant and provide a meticulous synopsis detailing our findings.
 We hold comprehensive interviews with every candidate to determine suitability and fit.
 We provide three honest and rigorous reference checks prior to offer to ensure suitability.
 One-three-six-month performance follow ups on every placement.
 For each position, our talented in-house marketing team tailors a unique and compelling job advertising video (discreetly) to
capture the audience ahead of the competition.
 We are your brand ambassadors, ensuring discretion and best in class recruitment practices making sure each candidate has a
positive experience despite the outcome of a process.
 Access to 10,000’s of LinkedIn followers with strong engagement.
 Access to key business relationships & contacts established over many years.
 We respond to every applicant within 48 hours.
 We provide constructive feedback to every candidate who has entered a process.
 Our consultants work on a maximum of three vacancies at any given time ensuring accuracy, dedication, and quality.
 We compete for you, ensuring a positive and around mutually beneficial outcome that works for everyone.
 We negotiate the contract terms on your behalf reading the situation with precision.
 We have worked internally as Recruitment Managers on multi-billion projects working collaboratively with HR & TA Teams.
 We communicate clearly, openly, and honestly keeping you up to date every step of the way.
 Choose from several cost-effective tailored resourcing packages to suit your needs.
 We uphold your organisations visions and values aligning them to ours when partnering with you.
 We do not poach from our clients, even if there is a placement to be made.
 We have worked with the most demanding and meticulous hiring managers in the industry on multi-billion-dollar infrastructure
projects.
 We know what ‘good’ and ‘fit’ looks like; if the placement doesn’t look like it’s in the best interest of our client, we will advise
accordingly, despite a potential loss of fee. Honesty and transparency, true to our number one virtue: The highest moral standard of
recruitment.
 Giving back: for every placement that surpasses probation we donate $250 to the business’s charity of choice.
 Social Responsibility: for every placement we plant a tree with an indigenous carbon reduction accredited organisation- choose a
name!
 Complementary pre-hire DISC assessment report – helping you to mitigate new hiring risks.
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Our Memberships
We support your industry.

D

Technology
Relationship based recruitment, backed by technology ensuring we stay one step ahead.
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Sample Case Study
A renowned global tier-one delivery contractor was struggling for months to fill a business-critical position.
1. Engineering Manager, Railway Signalling.
After their agency panel was unsuccessful in finding suitable candidates, Virtue Talent was presented with the opportunity to assist in finding talent.
Position: Engineering Manager
Time filled from receiving assignment to accepted offer: 6 weeks
On budget: Yes
Probation passed: Yes
Fee: 30% less than their agreed panel fee of 16%
Resumes submitted: 1
Interviews: 3
Methodology: This position was filled via an existing network built over 10 years – our consultant had stayed in regular contact with the candidate,
meeting them at AusRail, and regular phone and LinkedIn catch ups. This resulted in an instant lightbulb moment regarding suitability once the
assignment had been briefed by HR and the hiring manager.
Within 24 hours the candidates resume, comprehensive covering letter, consultant synopsis and selection criteria were all addressed resulting in a
first interview within 48 hours.
The outcome: Through understanding the organisation and role specifics, Virtue was able to leverage from many years of experience and contacts
find our client a fast solution to a business-critical position that could potentially have dire effects on the businesses project delivery timelines as well
as detrimental project and commercial outcomes.
More Case Studies for a variety of roles and clients: Case Studies

Your Dedicated Business Partners
Dan brings 14 years of experience in Talent Acquisition and Headhunting Globally. He has worked as
an independent consultant, agency recruiter, and in-house Resourcing Manager in a joint venture for
three of Australia's tier-one contractors on Australia's biggest public transport project.
Dan has a broad resourcing technical knowledge which 'gets' engineering and its different disciplines
from feasibility through delivery. He has resourced across multiple industries, including Defence,
Transport, Building and more expansive complex integrated Civil Infrastructure including Tunnels,
Dams and HV Power.

LinkedIn

Dan gets a real kick out of helping individuals progress their careers, presenting strategic opportunities
not always advertised. In addition, he takes great satisfaction in delivering on his client's assignments.
Dan's mission is for all parties to have a win-win outcome whereby the client and candidate are happy,
and our services are remembered and referred positively. In addition, he is passionate about adding
value.

Fen brings over 20 years of international experience in product management, supply chain, project
management, accounting, and resourcing. Degree and MBA qualified (UTS), Fen thrives on helping
people find meaningful career opportunities.
Fen is a great advocate for diversity and inclusion and gets a kick out of helping underrepresented
groups find leadership opportunities within Engineering and Construction D&C projects nationally.
Fen's mission is to assist more women in leadership opportunities within the construction industry.
In her spare time, Fen advocates for charities and NFP's, including participating in Marathons and
boxing. She is known in the community for her friendly happy to helpful approach.
LinkedIn

Value Partnership Model (VPM)
Investing in the best talent acquisition to improve your bottom line, ROI, and project outcomes.
Our agile, tailored, and cost-effective solutions are designed to bring our companies together to offer all-round value and drive a lasting,
mutually beneficial business relationship. We know finding the right talent can make or break a project or business - we value what we do.
By working engaging Virtue, our partnership model offers value and affordability compared to the traditional model. We can charge much
less without sacrificing quality due to our reciprocal partnership model as opposed to the recruitment agency rodeo.
Business Partner

Associate

TA on-demand

Minimum 2 committed hires per year

Minimum 3 committed hires per year

Full 360 recruitment – qualification to
close

Full 360 recruitment – qualification to
close

Minimum 1 month contract (with
reasonable expectations TBD)
An extension of your internal TA team

14% flat fee of TFR (exclusive hires)

12% flat fee of TFR (exclusive hires)

$75 per hour + GST. NEG for longer.

6-month replacement guarantee

6-month replacement guarantee

Full 360 recruitment

Consultant works in exclusive
partnership

Consultant works in exclusive
partnership

Market mapping

Consultant can work on-site if required

Consultant can work on-site if required

Consultant can be a part of TA strategy

Consultant can be a part of TA strategy

DISC Assessment

DISC Assessment

Discrete headhunting and marketing

Discrete headhunting and marketing

Brand Ambassadors

Brand Ambassadors

Consultant can advise on TA strategy,
best practices & tech.

Discrete marketing video to advertise
the position

Discrete marketing video to advertise
the position

Discrete headhunting and marketing

Assistance job advertisement or EVP
(competitor analysis)

Assistance job advertisement or EVP
(competitor analysis)

Full insurances, LinkedIn Enterprise,
tech stack & job board.
Consultant works in partnership with HR
and hiring managers
Consultant can work on-site if required

Brand Ambassadors
Assistance job advertisement or EVP
(competitor analysis)

Bulk Project Resourcing | RPO
Win – Win Outcomes
For bulk resourcing projects, we are offer huge discounts to clients who value our services on a reciprocal parentship and exclusive basis. This
method is best for 10-20 vacancies packaged up. Your business partner will extensively qualify the positions and consult with the hiring and
HR managers on market conditions and best strategy. If required, on-site, managing end to end recruitment solutions.
Save $1,000’s on the traditional recruitment agency model. We can use our technology and tools, or yours.
Everything is transparent – the way it should be.
Example Assignment: 12 positions to resource
Everything included per the VPM model (except replacement guarantee) + Complimentary ‘Referoo’ Reference Checks.
Fees:
First four positions:

10% per role (based on annual remuneration package)

Second four positions

8%

Third four positions

6%

Average fee per placement

8%

Commitment (payment terms):
25% of project value upfront
50% (6 positions filled)
75% (9 positions filled)
100% upon completion (all positions filled)

*Example assignment terms to be agreed in advance.

Partnership Definition
Reciprocal and trusted agreements for positive outcomes.

Jj
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A Sample of Our Many Testimonials
“Dan is passionate about high-quality recruitment and engagement. Dan understands the urgency required for mobilising major infrastructure projects
and meets the project's needs. He delivers on tight timeframes, making sound assessments on skills, experience, and candidates' capability. Great
stakeholder management.” – P&C Manager, Tier-One Contractor.
“Fantastic experience with Virtue Talent and Daniel. Has a real understanding of the industry and the requirements needed with clear communication
and relevant info; it’s a pleasure to deal with Virtue knowing the right candidates are put forward each time.” – General Manager. Remedial, Structural
& Civil Consultancy.
“Dan is a very professional recruitment consultant; he is extremely knowledgeable about the market and has a very honest and sincere approach to
candidate identification and selection.” – Director, Civil & Structural Consultancy.
“Daniel Martin helped me fill a difficult position. When he searches, he is a man on a mission and goes above and beyond to find the right person and
fulfil the brief. He has a fantastic sense of purpose, a great positive attitude, and an unparalleled sense of humour.” – Technical Director, Rail, TierTwo Contractor.
“I was pursuing a senior engineering role in the rail sector and got in touch with Virtue Talent. I was immensely impressed with the understanding of
industry requirements and preferences. Always available for consultation, practically 24/7. Great virtues and high morals, very, very dependable. I
eventually got a fantastic role with active support throughout the recruitment process.” – Engineering Manager, Tier-One Contractor.
“Dan distinguishes himself from others in similar positions by being genuinely passionate, caring, and professional. He can understand your needs
and what you are looking for in terms of your next career move. He has a detailed understanding of the market and can provide advice at every step
of the way throughout the recruitment process. Dan is super personable, attentive and is really dedicated to his work. I would highly recommend Dan;
he was a delight to work with!” – Project Manager, Tier-One Contractor.
“Dan knows the System Engineering and Safety Assurance market very well and has the knack of finding the right candidate with the right skillsets;
this doesn't matter where in the country or world it is, even to the extent of interviewing somebody in India, located in Sydney, but wanting to relocate
with Melbourne. Excellent job, highly responsive and very supportive.” – Systems Safety & Assurance Manager, Global Tier-One Consultancy.
“I have known Daniel for two years and during this time I have sought his services to place people within my company. I found him to be very
professional and importantly, he goes that extra mile to deliver excellent customer service. Daniel successfully filled 2' key positions in my business
with very high-quality people on two occasions. His supporting paperwork and briefs on candidates were first class and made the task of shortlisting
candidates for an interview very easy. I highly recommend Daniel.” – CEO, Industry Standards Advisory Board.
More here: Testimonials | LinkedIn Recommendations

THANK YOU
We look forward to partnering with you.
NSW: 02 8880 0242
QLD: 07 3171 0971
VIC: 03 9999 7311
Or call our Director, Daniel Martin: 0483 038 780
Search@VirtueTalent.com | VirtueTalent.com

Subsidiaries:
My Engineer Jobs | Power People

Connect with us:
LinkedIn
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